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ABSTRACT

1.

Databases are ubiquitous in software and testing of programs manipulating databases is thus essential to enhance
the reliability of software. In this paper, we describe a
clean and unified approach to automatically generate test
inputs for such database programs. First, we propose a formal language, called ImperDB, to model database programs.
ImperDB allows to model common program behaviors and
data structures, as well as typical interaction scenarios between programs and databases. Secondly, we present a static
analysis technique to generate test inputs for ImperDB programs, according to any chosen structural adequacy criterion. The technique considers an ImperDB program as a sequence of operations over a set of relational variables, modeling both the database original content and the program
inputs. The problem of finding test inputs forcing the execution of a given path can then be transformed into the
problem of solving constraints over the relational variables
associated to the program. These constraints are expressed
with the Alloy language and solved by the Alloy analyzer.

Testing [12] constitutes a significant approach to improve
the reliability of software. Although testing cannot, in general, be used to establish formally correctness of a software
artifact, the more the latter is tested with respect to different inputs, the more the confidence in its correctness is
increased. The fact that a program typically exhibits a huge
number of different behaviors to test makes the automatic
generation of test inputs an interesting option if software
is to be tested in an efficient and effective way. Two main
challenges drive the work on automatic test input generation [21], namely how to define so-called adequacy criteria –
i.e. measures that allow to assess the quality of a set of test
inputs – and how to use these criteria in turn to drive the
automatic generation of interesting test inputs for a given
program.
In this work, we consider the automatic generation of test
inputs for functional (unit) testing of database-driven software [21, 15]. Databases are nowadays ubiquitous in software and many programs interact intensively with a large,
persistent and highly structured independent database. Functional testing of such database programs requires to assess
the correct interaction between the program and the database.
In the field of software testing, most existing approaches to
automatic test input generation consider a simplified model
of program only [21]:

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging—
Code inspections and walk-throughs; F.4.1 [Mathematical
Logic and formal languages]: Mathematical Logic—Logic
and constraint programming; H.2.0 [Database Management]: General—Security, integrity, and protection

General Terms
Reliability
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INTRODUCTION

• A program implements a mathematical function from
an input data domain to an output data domain.
• Input and output data domains, as well as the domains
of the data types manipulated within a program are
typically scalar domains like integers, booleans and reals, or simple combinations of scalar domains.
• Generating test inputs consists in selecting a relevant
set of different input data to sufficiently exercise the
properties of the tested program and/or of the mathematical function it implements with respect to some
adequacy criterion.
• The chosen input data have no particular importance
by themselves.
In the field of databases on the other hand, many existing approaches consider the generation of test databases as
a standalone problem, independent of the data-flow in the
programs interacting with the database under test [6]. Our

approach proposes to generate test inputs for a database
program considering the full interaction between the tested
database and the program. In particular, it offers a conceptually clean modeling that generalizes the simplified model
of a program used in software testing, to account for the
particularities of database programs:
• A database program computes the result of a mathematical function over the data it receives as input while
it may perform at the same time frequent reads and
writes into the independent database.
• The data read from and written into the database by
the program may exhibit a complex structure, and
must typically obey a large number of sometimes complex integrity constraints.
• Generating test inputs requires to select not only a
relevant set of input data, but a relevant set of initial
states of the database as well. As such, each test input consists in some input data coupled with an initial
database state.
• The set of generated test inputs must allow not only
to sufficiently exercise the properties of the tested program, but must also allow to assess that the program
always modifies the initial database state in the expected way, without violating data integrity.
The contributions of our work can be summarized as follows. First, we propose a formal model for representing
database programs as sequential programs interacting with
a relational database. The language that we propose, called
ImperDB, offers common imperative programming structures, some basic mechanisms for lists manipulation, as well
as the common simple SQL interaction mechanisms between
programs and databases. An important aspect of the language is that it allows for a clean modeling of all execution
paths, including those that may lead to an erroneous interaction between the program and the database. Secondly,
we generalize the white-box test input generation approach
from [8] to ImperDB programs. Test inputs can be generated with respect to any (structural) code coverage criterion.
The basic idea is to transform a (set of) execution path(s)
that one wishes to exercise into a set of relational Alloy [10]
constraints both on the program’s input variables and on
the input database of the program. Each solution to this
set of constraints represents thus a test input and a minimal database content with respect to which the program can
be executed and is guaranteed to follow the execution path
associated to the constraints.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present
our formal model of database programs through a description of the syntax and semantics of the ImperDB language.
Section 3 details the main mechanisms of our relational
constraint-based approach to generate test inputs for ImperDB programs. Section 4 demonstrates how our technique
can be applied to a sample ImperDB program. Finally, some
conclusions and related work are provided in section 5.

2.

IMPERDB: A FORMAL LANGUAGE FOR
DATABASE PROGRAMS

Like any imperative language, ImperDB allows to write
sequences of statements and to control the program flow
using conditions and loops.

hprogrami ::= helemi*
helemi ::= IF hcondi THEN hprogrami ELSE hprogrami ENDIF;
| WHILE hcondi DO hprogrami ENDWHILE;
| hstatementi;

An ImperDB program can process integer values, use integer lists and manipulate a database containing integer data.
The exclusive use of integer values does not limit the expressive power of our model of database programs since all other
usual primitive types such as booleans, strings, and floating
point numbers, but also data structures such as arrays and
matrices, can easily be mapped to integers and/or simulated
using lists of integers. It does, however, make both the modeling and the use of a constraint solver conceptually simpler.
ImperDB is a strongly typed language which allows to
define variables typed either as integer, as list of integers,
or as integer table. The value of ImperDB variables can
be set in three different contexts. First, READ statements
assign an integer value from the outside world to one of
the variables of the program. This can be used to model
many different kinds of interaction between the program
and the outside world, except from the interaction with
the database: parameters received from a calling program,
user prompt, network access, file read, etc. Variables initialized in this way are called input variables of the program. Secondly, assignment statements evaluate an integer or integer list expression and assign the obtained value
to an internal variable of the program. Thirdly, SQL SELECT statements allow to assign the SQL table returned
by a SQL query over the database to a table typed variable
of the program. Program access to a table variable must
be done row after row, using a cursor pointing at a single
readable row. After reading from the database to a variable, a call to the NEXT statement allows to set the cursor
in front of the first row of the table in the variable. Every
subsequent NEXT statement will move the cursor one row
ahead. If the NEXT statement is called when the cursor is in
front of the last row, an exception is thrown within the program. SQL INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE statements allow
the program to write data into the database. If the execution
of a SQL INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE statement violates
the database schema or integrity constraints, the database
remains intact and an exception is thrown within the program. A NEXT or a SQL INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE
statement can be wrapped into a CATCH statement. A
CATCH statement will set an integer internal variable to 1
if an exception has been thrown by the wrapped statement,
and to 0 otherwise. If an exception remains uncaught, the
program immediately terminates.
hvar i ::= [A-Z][-A-Z0-9]∗
hstatementi ::= READ(hvar i) (READ statement)
| hvar i = hexpr i (Assignment statement)
| hvar i = hdb-readi (SQL SELECT statement)
| NEXT(hvar i) (NEXT statement)
| hdb-writei (SQL INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE statement)
| hvar i = CATCH(NEXT(hvar i)) (CATCH statement)
| hvar i = CATCH(hdb-writei) (CATCH statement)

ImperDB allows full arithmetics over integers and has the
basic operations over lists of integers (concatenation of an
element to a list and selecting the head, respectively, tail of
a list). All expressions and statements in an ImperDB program are supposed to be well-typed, and lists are supposed

to be immutable objects. Lists can be used to simulate complex dynamic data structures such as arrays, sets, strings,
matrices, etc.
hexpr i ::= hvar i (Integer/integers list typed variable)
| hexpr i hopi hexpr i (Integer arithmetics)
| hvar i.HEAD (Extracting the first element
from the list in <var>)
| hvar i(hattr i) (Integer value of the attribute <attr>
in the pointed row of the SQL table in <var>)
| [0-9]+ (Number)
| (- hexpr i) (Opposite value of an integer expression)
| NIL (Empty list)
| (hexpr i1 ,hexpr i2 ) (Appending integer <expr>1
at the beginning of list <expr>2 )
| hvar i.TAIL (Removing the first element
from the list in <var>)

ImperDB allows all basic logic operations in if and while
conditions. Every condition used in an ImperDB program
should be built in a type-safe way.
hcondi ::= (hcondi | hcondi) (Logical OR)
| (hcondi & hcondi) (Logical AND)
| ! (hcondi) (Logical NOT)
| TRUE (Logical TRUE value)
| FALSE (Logical FALSE value)
| (hexpr i == hexpr i) (Integer equality)
| (hexpr i < hexpr i) (Integer inequality)
| (hvar i == NIL) (List emptiness)

The database manipulated by an ImperDB program is
specified by a relational schema, which can be extended with
a set of simple integrity constraints. The schema describes
a set of tables containing one or several mandatory integer attributes. For every table, a set of one or several attributes of the table must be declared primary key of the
table. Some of the attributes of a table can be declared to
constitute a foreign key that references another table in the
schema. A row cannot be updated or deleted as long as
there exists at least another row in the database that references it. Cycles in rows referencing are not allowed. Simple
extra arithmetic constraints can be declared between the attributes of a table. An ImperDB program can read from and
write into its associated database through simple static wellformed SQL statements SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE and
DELETE. The result of such a statement over the database
is fully predictable and deterministic. The whole interaction
between the program and the database is executed within a
single transaction.
hdb-readi ::= SELECT [hattr i,]*hattr i
FROM hreli
WHERE hdb-condi
hdb-writei ::= hinserti | hupdatei | hdeletei
hinserti ::= INSERT INTO hreli([hattr i,]*hattr i)
VALUES ([hexpr i,]*hexpr i)
hupdatei ::= UPDATE hreli
SET [hattr i=hdb-expr i,]*hattr i=hdb-expr i
WHERE hdb-condi
hdeletei ::= DELETE FROM hreli
WHERE hdb-condi
hattr i ::= [A-Za-z]+ (Name of an attribute of a relation)
hreli ::= [A-Za-z]+ (Name of a relation)

hdb-condi ::= (hdb-condi | hdb-condi) (Logical OR)
| (hdb-condi & hdb-condi) (Logical AND)
| ! ( hdb-condi ) (Logical NOT)
| TRUE (Logical TRUE value)
| FALSE (Logical FALSE value)
| (hattr i == hdb-expr i) (Integer equality)
| (hattr i < hdb-expr i) (Integer inequality)
hdb-expr i ::= hvar i (Integer-typed variable)
| hattr i (Attribute value in the updated row)
| hdb-expr i hopi hdb-expr i (Integer arithmetics)
| hvar i.HEAD (Extracting first integer element
from the list in <var>)
| hvar i(hattr i) (Integer value of the attribute <attr>
in the current row of the SQL table in <var>)
| [0-9]+ (Number)
| (- hdb-expr i) (Opposite value of an integer expression)

If we consider a correct ImperDB program together with
the extended schema of the database it manipulates, then
a test input for this system is a valuation for the program’s
input variables together with an instance of the database
schema describing the state of the database before running
the program.

3.

TEST INPUT GENERATION USING RELATIONAL CONSTRAINTS

In so-called white-box, or structural testing [21], the adequacy of a set of test inputs is determined in terms of the
amount of code that is covered by the set of test inputs.
Many structural adequacy criteria have been proposed, including for example statement coverage and branch coverage
that state, respectively, that every statement or branch in
the program must be covered by the set of test inputs. A
statement or branch is covered if there is at least one test input in the set that makes the execution reach the statement
or branch.
In [8], a technique is proposed that allows to automatically generate test inputs for simple imperative programs
that manipulate integer and list variables. The basic idea
behind the approach is to transform any given path through
the control-flow graph of the program into a set of constraints on the program input variables such that when the
program is executed with respect to input values satisfying
these constraints, the execution is guaranteed to follow the
given path. The concrete input values are computed by a
dedicated constraint solver. The method is independent of
a particular coverage criterion since any structural coverage
criterion can be accounted for by carefully building an appropriate finite set of paths through the control-flow graph
and generating a test input for each such path.
In this work, we generalize the work of [8] to ImperDB
programs. Like the original approach, our method is to some
extent independent of, and can be parameterized by, the
chosen adequacy criterion. In particular, it can be tailored
to generate input data and input databases corresponding
to execution paths where an uncaught exception is thrown
within the program. Testing the existence of such paths is
important, as they correspond to typical cases of erroneous
interaction between the program and the database.
The core of the proposed method consists in modeling the
execution of an ImperDB program as a sequence of successive simple operations on a set of input variables, describing
mathematical relations over integers. The initial content of

Figure 1: The stock database.

every table in the manipulated database can naturally be
modeled as such a relational variable. Every integer input
variable in the program can also be modeled as a relational
variable, as an integer value can be seen as a singleton unary
relation. Considering this model of program execution, the
conditions over the input data and input database that force
the execution to follow a given path of the program can be
expressed as a set of constraints over the relational input
variables of the program, in a similar way to [8]. The extended schema of the database manipulated by the tested
program can also be modeled as constraints over the relational variables that represent the input database. The
constraints modeling the execution path and the extended
schema of the database can be expressed in a single set of
constraints using the Alloy language [10] and solved using
the Alloy analyzer [10]. Each solution to this set of constraints represents thus a test input, including key parts of
the database, with respect to which the program can be
executed and is guaranteed to follow the execution path associated to the constraints.
Alloy is a widely used declarative specification language.
An Alloy specification is a collection of relational constraints
that describes a set of structures to be discovered. The Alloy analyzer is a program which allows to solve the relational
constraints in order to find structures that satisfy them. Basically, it transforms the set of relational constraints into an
equivalent set of boolean constraints, and solves them using
a SAT solver.

4.

EXAMPLE

i f ( IS−EMPTY==1) then
i n s e r t into A r t i c l e ( BarCode , Quantity )
values (BAR−CODE,NUMBER−OF−NEW−ARTICLES ) ;
else
update A r t i c l e
set Quantity=Quantity+NUMBER−OF−NEW−ARTICLES
where b a r c o d e == BAR−CODE;
endif ;
QUANTITY−TABLE =
s e l e c t Quantity
from A r t i c l e
where BarCode == BAR−CODE;
next (QUANTITY−TABLE ) ;
QUANTITY = QUANTITY−TABLE( Quantity ) ;
i f (QUANTITY < 1 0 0 )
then
RETURN = (QUANTITY, ( 1 , NIL ) ) ;
else
RETURN = (QUANTITY, ( 0 , NIL ) ) ;
endif ;

Let us show how a test input generator could automatically build an Alloy constraint model so that each possible
solution to this model is a test input that allows to exercise a given execution path in the program. We consider
the execution path where the THEN branches of both the
first and second IF statements in the program are executed,
and where neither the INSERT statement nor the NEXT
statement throw an exception during execution.
The ’Article’ table is modeled by a class ’Article’ and two
functional relations ’BarCode’ and ’Quantity’, mapping each
object of type ’Article’ to an integer. Two facts are added
to the constraint model to express that ’BarCode’ is the
primary key of the ’Article’ table, and that the ’Quantity’
attribute cannot be lower than zero.
sig Article { BarCode : Int, Quantity : Int }

Let us consider a simple ImperDB program, used to update a stock database (Figure 1) upon replenishment of a
given article. The database contains a single table ’Article’
with two integer attributes: ’BarCode’ (the primary key)
and ’Quantity’. The value of the ’Quantity’ attribute must
be greater or equal to 0. The following program reads the
bar code of the article as well as the quantity of newly arrived items for this article. If the article is already part of
the database, the existing quantity is updated; otherwise,
the article is added to the database. Afterwards, the program reads the total number of available items of the replenished article from the database and returns a list containing
this value, as well as a flag indicating a risk of shortage for
the article. A risk of shortage for a given article exists if the
total quantity of this article in the stock is lower than 100.

Next, three Alloy variables are used to model the relational input variables of the program. The ’DBarticle0’ variable is typed as a set of ’Article’ objects and models as such
the content of the ’Article’ table at the start of the program. The ’INPBARCODE’ and ’INPNUMBEROFNEWARTICLES’ variables are typed as integers and they model,
respectively, the BAR-CODE and NUMBER-OF-NEW-ARTICLES variables of the program.

read (BAR−CODE) ;
read (NUMBER−OF−NEW−ARTICLES ) ;

one sig INPNUMBEROFNEWARTICLES in Int {}

CHECK−EMPTY =
s e l e c t BarCode
from A r t i c l e
where BarCode == BAR−CODE;
IS−EMPTY = catch ( next (CHECK−EMPTY) ) ;

fact { all a,b:Article | (!(a = b) ⇔ !(a·BarCode = b·BarCode))}
fact { all a:Article | a·Quantity ≥ 0 }

sig DBarticle0 in Article {}
one sig INPBARCODE in Int {}

The behavior of the first SELECT statement in the program is modeled through an Alloy function f0. A fact is
added to the constraint model to state that the Alloy variable v0 (modeling the program variable CHECK-EMPTY)
contains the output of the function f0 applied to the initial
content of the ’Article’ table and to the value of the BARCODE variable.

fun f0[arts: set Article,bc: Int]:set Int{f1[arts,bc]·BarCode}
fun f1[arts: set Article,bc: Int]:set Article{(arts <:BarCode)·bc}
sig v0 in Int {}

Note that the above model can be derived automatically
from the extended relational database schema and the program code. The Alloy analyzer can than be used to find
a valuation for the relational variables which satisfies this
constraint model by searching for a counterexample for the
following assertion:

fact { v0 = f0[DBarticle0,INPBARCODE] }

The constraint model should restrain the ’DBarticle0’,
’INPBARCODE’ and ’INPNUMBEROFNEWARTICLES’
variables to the values that force the program to follow the
THEN branch of the first IF statement. This occurs only
if the first SELECT statement of the program returns an
empty result. Hence a fact is added to the model which
constrains the variable v0 to contain the empty set.
fact { #v0 = 0 }

Another fact is added to the constraint model to state that
the Alloy variable DBarticle1 models the updated content
of the ’Article’ table after the successful execution of the
INSERT statement.
sig DBarticle1 in Article {}
pred p0[artsAfter: set Article,bc: Int,nona: Int] {
one a: Article | (a in artsAfter) && (a·BarCode = bc)
&& (a·Quantity = nona) && !(a in DBarticle0)
}
fact { p0[DBarticle1,INPBARCODE,
INPNUMBEROFNEWARTICLES] }

The second SELECT statement of the program is modeled
in a similar way to the first one. It is applied to the updated
content of the database, modeled by the variable DBarticle1.
fun f2[arts:set Article,bc:Int]:set Int{f3[arts,bc]·Quantity}
fun f3[arts:set Article,bc:Int]:set Article{(arts <:BarCode)·bc}
sig v1 in Int {}
fact { v1 = f2[DBarticle1,INPBARCODE] }

The model is furthermore constrained to reflect the fact
that the NEXT(QUANTITY-TABLE) statement does not
throw an exception and that the execution path covers the
THEN branch of the second IF statement in the program.
This means that the QUANTITY-TABLE table should contain one row whose attribute value is lower than 100.
one sig v1el1 in v1 {}
sig v1mel1 in v1 {}
fact { v1 − v1mel1 = v1el1 }
one sig v2 in Int {}
fact { v2 = v1el1}
fact { v2 < 100 }

Finally, a fact is added to account for the assignment of
the RETURN variable. This constraint is not necessary to
find correct input data for the considered execution path,
but it allows showing list modeling in Alloy.
sig List { head: Int, tail: List + Nil }
one sig Nil {}
one sig v3 in List {}
fact {
v3·head = v2 && v3·tail·head = 1 && v3·tail·tail = Nil
}

assert inputsDoNotExist {
!(DBarticle0 in Article && INPBARCODE in Int
&& INPNUMBEROFNEWARTICLES in Int) }
check inputsDoNotExist

The Alloy analyzer returns the following valuation for the
three relational input variables of the program: {DBarticle0={}, INPBARCODE={6}, INPNUMBEROFNEWARTICLES={3}}. This corresponds to input data where the
’Article’ table is empty, and three articles with bar code six
should be added to the stock database. It is easy to see that
these input data effectively exercise the considered execution
path in the program.

5.

CONCLUSION AND RELATED WORK

In this work, we present a language to model database
programs, as well as a static analysis technique to generate
test inputs for the modeled programs, according to any chosen white-box adequacy criterion. The technique consider
database programs as sequences of operations over a set of
initial relational variables, modeling both the database original state and the program inputs. The problem of finding
inputs driving the execution of a given program path can
then be transformed into the problem of solving a set of
Alloy constraints over the initial relational variables of the
program.
In future work, we intend to propose a complete formalization and evaluation of our test data generation technique
and to generalize the ImperDB language to more complex
SQL statements.
An early approach to have considered test data generation for imperative programs interacting with a relational
SQL database is [2]. The paper proposes to transform the
program, thereby inserting new variables representing the
database structure, and translating all SQL statements and
integrity checks into imperative program code. Classical
white-box testing approaches can then be applied to the
modified program. In [9], the authors propose an algorithm for testing an imperative program performing SELECT queries on a relational SQL database, based on a
simultaneous concrete and symbolic (concolic) dynamic exploration of some or all of its execution paths. Concolic
execution runs the program on random input data and on
a randomly populated input database. Given the dynamic
exploration of an execution path of the program, the authors model and solve the problem of finding other inputs,
allowing to explore dynamically another execution path, as
a set of integer and string constraints over the quantity and
field contents of the records in the database and over the input variables of the tested program. These constraints must
be combined with the constraints derived from the database
schema.
Compared to all of these approaches, our approach does
not need to transform the original program, offers a clean
modeling of the problem as a single relational constraints

system, and allows to account for INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE statements that are commonly used in database applications. On the other hand, our approach only considers
static SQL where the concolic approaches allow to account
for dynamic SQL. Investigating whether and how dynamic
SQL can be integrated with our approach, possibly relying
on static analysis [18, 16], is a topic for further research.
In [3, 4], test database states are treated independently of
the program control flow, and generated, with the help of the
user, on the basis of the database schema and of heuristics
aiding at the generation of states likely to expose program
faults. Similar approaches have been proposed [14, 20, 1, 13,
17, 7, 19] that all generate database instances independently
of the program’s data- and control flow.
Finally, the translation between database schemas/applications and Alloy models has already been considered in
other contexts [5, 11].
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